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Cell Migration with Multiple Pseudopodia: Temporal
and Spatial Sensing Models
Rachele Allena
Abstract Cell migration triggered by pseudopodia (or “false feet”) is the most used
method of locomotion. A 3D finite element model of a cell migrating over a 2D sub-
strate is proposed, with a particular focus on the mechanical aspects of the biological
phenomenon. The decomposition of the deformation gradient is used to reproduce
the cyclic phases of protrusion and contraction of the cell, which are tightly synchro-
nized with the adhesion forces at the back and at the front of the cell, respectively.
First, a steady active deformation is considered to show the ability of the cell to si-
multaneously initiate multiple pseudopodia. Here, randomness is considered as a key
aspect, which controls both the direction and the amplitude of the false feet. Second,
the migration process is described through two different strategies: the temporal and
the spatial sensing models. In the temporal model, the cell “sniffs” the surroundings
by extending several pseudopodia and only the one that receives a positive input will
become the new leading edge, while the others retract. In the spatial model instead,
the cell senses the external sources at different spots of the membrane and only pro-
trudes one pseudopod in the direction of the most attractive one.
Keywords Cell migration · Pseudopodia · Computational mechanics · Temporal
and spatial model
1 Introduction
Many biological phenomena such as embryonic development, wound healing, and
immune responses require the orchestrated movement of cells in particular direc-
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tions and to specific locations. Errors during these processes may have serious con-
sequences like vascular diseases, tumorogenesis, or metastasis. Nowadays, it is still
unclear how exactly cell motility occurs. Therefore, a complete understanding of the
mechanisms governing cell migration may lead to the development of novel thera-
peutic strategies for controlling, for example, invasive tumor cells.
1.1 Pseudopodia Characteristics
The most primitive and most used type of locomotion is the one occurring with the
support of pseudopodia (or “false feet”), which are a temporary and spontaneous
projection of the cytoplasm that form at random sites of the cell’s surface by structural
reorganization of the actin-myosin network.
The protrusion and the contraction of the pseudopodia are triggered by the poly-
merization of actin gels (Borisy and Svitkina 2000) and the depolymerization of
actin-myosin motors, respectively (Jay et al. 1995; Merkel et al. 2000). Pseudopodia
are essential for cell movement since they determine the trajectory, the direction, and
the speed of the cell. Also, adjacent cells may coordinate pseudopodia extensions to
contribute to collective cell migration (Van Haastert 2010) or contact guidance (Wei-
jer 2009).
There is a considerable variability in size, shape, structure, and mode of working
of pseudopodia, on the basis of which they can be grouped into three main categories
as follows:
(1) lobopodia: these are blunt relatively short or finger-like, rarely branched pseu-
dopodia;
(2) lamellipodia: these are broad and flat appendages mainly made of cytoplasm;
(3) filipodia: these are rod-like and filamentous extensions often with rounded ends.
Pseudopodia formation is triggered by different types of external signals: chemicals
(chemotaxis) (Hoeller and Kay 2007; Weiner 2002) or temperature (thermotaxis) gra-
dients, electric fields (Bahat and Eisenbach 2006; Zhao 2009), or surface heterogene-
ity (durotaxis). Such external cues may then control the time and the position at the
cell boundary where the pseudopod will form, but growth time and length of the pseu-
dopodia are instead independent properties of the false feet (Andrew and Insall 2007;
Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a; Karsenti 2008). In order to elucidate how the cell
senses the external attractants, two models are generally used. In the temporal sens-
ing model, the cell “sniffs” the surroundings by extending different pseudopodia and
only the one that receives a positive input will become the new leading edge (Gerish
et al. 1974). In the spatial sensing model instead, the cell senses at different points
along the membrane the chemical gradient or the simultaneous external signals intro-
duced in its environment. As a result, only one pseudopod is formed on the side that
corresponds to the higher concentration of chemoattractant or in the direction of the
most attractive signal. In this case, the cell adopts a polarized shape, with one false
foot and a tail (Zigmond et al. 1981).
It has been shown that from an energetical point of view the pseudopodia are
more likely to extend perpendicular to the cell membrane (Mogilner and Oster 1996).
Therefore, when migration occurs in chemotactic gradients, pseudopodia do not bend
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in the direction of the gradient. To move toward a gradient, the cell needs to develop
further pseudopodia at the side closest to the gradient. Additionally, chemotaxis prop-
erly occurs when the cell presents a smooth ellipsoid shape. Cells with very irregular
shapes show, in fact, poor chemotaxis since pseudopodia form in many different di-
rections (Van Haastert and Bosgraaf 2009).
In general, cells may extend the pseudopodia in two different ways (Andrew and
Insall 2007): either by splitting an existing pseudopod or by extending the membrane
from areas of the cells not previously active (often referred to as “lateral” or de novo
pseudopodia because they appear at the side and in the rear of the cell, Bosgraaf and
Van Haastert 2009a). In the first case, few ruffles appear at the base of the existing
pseudopod that successively becomes a major pseudopod to which the cell body flows
(one way split). Rarely, such a division leads to two equivalent extensions resulting
in a Y-shape, one of which can remain active while the other retracts. In the second
case, the new pseudopodia start as very lean protrusions that dilate as soon as they in-
clude the cell body. Previous studies have shown that the angle between two splitting
pseudopodia is approximately 55° and that very often a split to the right is followed
by a split to the left and vice versa, which leads to a zig-zag trajectory (Bosgraaf and
Van Haastert 2009a). On the contrary, pseudopodia that form de novo may protrude
in any direction without any preference relative to the left or right previous or next
pseudopod, which induces a random trajectory.
As it has been observed (Gail and Boone 1970; Patlak 1953; Potel and Mackay
1979), the cell tends to robustly preserve the orientation of motion under perturba-
tions of the external signal. Thus, it migrates with persistence in a given direction and
the persistence time depends on the ratio of splitting and formation of new pseudopo-
dia. Weak chemical gradients do not significantly affect the frequency, the dimen-
sions, and the lifetime of the pseudopodia, which mostly follow a self-organization
(Andrew and Insall 2007; Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a). The external signals
have then three main consequences on the cell behavior:
(1) selective retraction: the cell usually migrates using only one pseudopod at the
time. Thus, in the presence of more than one false foot, they all retract but the
one which is the best oriented toward the attractant;
(2) oriented extension: in general, more pseudopodia are initialized in the direction
of the external cue, which results then in the formation of successive pseudopodia
that may be closer or farther according to the position of the cue;
(3) suppression of de novo pseudopodia by which the persistence time is increased.
1.2 Experimental and Numerical Approaches
From an experimental point of view, two different strategies have been used in the
last decades to better understand how cells respond and behave in the presence of
chemical gradients. The first approach (signal based approach) consists in exposing
the cell to a gradient of chemoattractant and subsequently identifying and analyzing
the signaling pathways and molecules involved in the migration process and that
are in control of the oriented movement of the cell (Franca-Koh et al. 2006; Insall
2010; King and Insall 2009; Merlot and Firtel 2003; Schneider and Haugh 2006).
The second and more recent approach (pseudopod based approach) focuses on how
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cells form and extend the pseudopodia and the acquired information are afterward
related to what is already known about the established signaling patterns (Andrew
and Insall 2007; Arrieumerlou and Meyer 2005; Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a;
Insall 2010; Li et al. 2008; Takagi et al. 2008).
From a numerical point of view, several studies have been proposed in the lit-
erature in order to decipher the mechanism by which the cell membrane protrude
and extend. Two main approaches have been used to model cell migration: mi-
cro/nanostructural and continuum approaches (Lim et al. 2006). While the former
considers the cytoskeleton as the principle actor of cell motility and try to investigate
the mechanical processes which regulate it, the latter mostly focuses on a macroscale
description of the cellular structure to take into account the large deformations of
the membrane and understand how stresses and strains are distributed (Bottino et al.
2002; Mogilner and Verzi 2003; Rubinstein et al. 2005).
There exist at least four main hypotheses that have been largely explored in the
last decades: (i) calcium concentration regulates the expansion and the contraction
of the actin network through a sol/gel transition (Oster 1984), (ii) actin polymer-
ization triggered by random thermal fluctuations in the cell membrane or in the
actin filaments is the main promoter of protrusion (Carlier and Pantaloni 1997;
Mogilner and Oster 1996; Theriot and Mitchison 1991), (iii) the extension of the cel-
lular membrane is regulated by specific mechanisms at the molecular scale (Alt and
Tranquillo 1995; Lee et al. 1993; Mogilner and Rubinstein 2005; Small et al. 1993;
Stéphanou et al. 2004; Veksler and Gov 2007), and (iv) hydrostatic pressure gen-
erated by cytoplasmic flows inside the cell induces the protrusion of the membrane
(Alt and Tranquillo 1995; Bereiter-Hahn and Lüers 1998; Oster and Perelson 1987;
Taber et al. 2011; Young and Mitran 2010; Zhu and Skalak 1988). Finally, there are
also those models with a significant mechanical component (see review in Carls-
son and Sept (2008), Flaherty et al. (2007)), even though most of them are 1D
or 2D and only few use a 3D finite element formulation (Rubinstein et al. 2005;
Sakamoto et al. 2011; Stolarska et al. 2009; Taber et al. 2011).
The general conclusion is that the protrusion-contraction deformations of the
cell are strongly connected to the polymerization-depolymerization processes of
the actin network inside the cytoskeleton (Borisy and Svitkina 2000; Carlier and
Pantaloni 1997; Condeelis 1993). Additionally, in the last decades, it has been
experimentally demonstrated that the existence of the recurring pattern of defor-
mation could be related to a self-organization of spontaneous deformation dy-
namics inside the cell (Alt 1990; Alt and Tranquillo 1995; Killich et al. 1993;
Stéphanou et al. 2004) rather than to significant stimuli from the environment. Al-
though so far very poorly explored, this is a fundamental aspect to consider, which
may affect the response of the cell to external signals.
In this paper, a finite element model of a 3D cell migrating over a 2D substrate
using pseudopodia is proposed, which is based on the following hypotheses:
– as in previous works (Borisy and Svitkina 2000; Carlier and Pantaloni 1997;
Condeelis 1993; Mogilner and Oster 1996; Theriot and Mitchison 1991), the oscil-
lating protrusion-contraction movement of the cell is assumed to be controlled by
the cyclic polymerization/depolymerization of the actin network, which may occur
at any site along the cell membrane where the actin filaments are concentrated;
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– a purely mechanical approach is used to describe the cell behavior as it has
been proposed in previous models (Carlsson and Sept 2008; Flaherty et al. 2007;
Rubinstein et al. 2005; Sakamoto et al. 2011; Taber et al. 2011). Nevertheless, a
different mathematical method is applied. In fact, the decomposition of the de-
formation gradient is employed to take into account the active elementary strains
undergone by the cell (i.e., protrusion and contraction) as well as the elastic defor-
mations generated by the interaction of the cell with the underneath substrate;
– as in Stéphanou et al. (2004), large deformations of the cell membrane are consid-
ered which trigger the formation of multiple pseudopodia in response to external
attractive sources. Additionally, in the present model, the cell may adopt two dif-
ferent strategies: whether it initiates several simultaneous pseudopodia and then it
chooses the one which is the best oriented toward the chemoattractant (temporal
sensing model) or it only protrudes one pseudopod in the direction of the external
signal (spatial sensing model);
– finally, the protrusion of the pseudopodia and the contraction of the cell body are
tightly synchronized with the adhesion forces at the back and at the front, respec-
tively, which actually allow the forward movement of the cell over the substrate.
As similarly as in Allena and Aubry (2012), the main objective is to show that al-
though the chemical, molecular, or genetic functions may play an important role
during the biological phenomenon, the cell is strongly governed by fundamental me-
chanical principles that need to be taken into account (Murray 2003). Furthermore,
the model is much more realistic with respect to the previous one (Allena and Aubry
2012) and the adaptability of the numerical formulation allows to reproduce the be-
havior of different types of cells, which could be a powerful feature for further appli-
cations.
2 Modeling of Multiple Pseudopodia
In this section, the main characteristics of the model are described. First, the cell
and the pseudopodia geometry together with the constitutive model and the general
mechanical framework are described. Second, a pseudopod centered approach in a
steady active configuration is used to show the ability of the cell to initiate more than
one false foot. Different forms of protrusion are then proposed, which allow obtaining
morphologies that are typical of various animal cells.
2.1 Cell and Pseudopodia Geometry
As in Allena and Aubry (2012), the global geometry of the cell is obtained by su-
perposing a cylinder and a spherical cap (Fig. 1a). As mentioned in Sect. 1.2, the
protrusion and the contraction of the cell are regulated by the polymerization and de-
polymerization of the actin filaments, respectively, which are mostly located toward
the outmost region of the cell (Schaub et al. 2007) and radially organized (Cramer
et al. 1997). Accordingly, the actin network is here represented by an annulus of
inner radius rannulus equal to 3 µm (Fig. 1b), which is analytically given by
Ωannulus(p) = h ◦ lannulus(p) (1)
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Fig. 1 (a) Geometry of the cell. (b) Top view of the cell at z = 0. In red the actin network, which is
defined by an annulus of inner radius rannulus, and in blue the cytoplasm. (c) Top view of the cell at
z = 0. In green the pseudopod domain Ωppod,i (p), in red the rear adhesion surface ∂Ωr,i and in blue the
cytoplasm. (d) Sketch of the generalized Maxwell model used to the described the mechanical behavior of
the system (Color figure online)
where h is the classical Heaviside function (Eq. (29)) and lannulus(p) is the level set
function of the annulus (Eq. (32)), with p the initial position of any particle of the
cell.
Then a pseudopod can be initiated in any direction and its position is at the inter-
section between the annulus and a cone of action defined in the x, y plane as
Ωcone(p) = h ◦ lcone,i (p) (2)
where lcone,i (p) is the level set function of the cone (Eq. (33)) and i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N}
while N is the number of pseudopodia. The cone has an apex angle ϕ fixed here to
π
10 (Fig. 1c).
Therefore, the pseudopod active domain Ωppod,i (p) can be expressed as
Ωppod,i (p) = Ωcone,i (p) · Ωannulus(p) (3)
and it has an initial volume and length along the pseudopod axis n0,i (Eq. (35),
Fig. 1c) of about 10 µm3 and 2 µm, respectively. For the present model, only de
novo pseudopodia are considered.
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2.2 Constitutive Model
As described in Allena and Aubry (2012), all the body forces are neglected, but
the inertial effects, which may play an important role, especially during protrusion
(Gracheva and Othmer 2004). Thus, the global equilibrium of the system reads
ρa = Divp(JσF−T ) (4)
where ρ is the cell density, a is the acceleration, Divp is the divergence with
respect to the initial position p, J is the determinant of the deformation gradi-
ent F and A−T denotes the inverse transpose of the matrix A (Holzapfel 2000;
Taber 2004). A generalized Maxwell model (Larson 1998) (Fig. 1d) is used to de-
scribe the Cauchy stress σ and the deformation gradient F as follows:
σ = σ s + σ f
F = Dpu + I = F s = F f
(5)
where Dpu = ∑3m=1 ∂u∂pm ⊗ im, with u the displacement and I the identity matrix, re-
spectively (Holzapfel 2000; Taber 2004). The indices s and f indicate the solid (actin
filaments) and the fluid viscoelastic (cytoplasm with embedded organelles) phase, re-
spectively.
As in previous works (Allena et al. 2010; Balan and Tsakmakis 2002; Bonet 2001;
Lubarda 2004; Muñoz et al. 2007), the decomposition of the deformation gradient is
employed to define both Fs and Ff as follows:
Fs = FseFsa
Ff = Ff eFf v
(6)
In the solid phase, Fsa regulates the active protrusion-contraction movement of the
cell and Fse controls the stress generation inside the mechanical system. In the fluid
phase, Ff e and Ff v represent the fluid elastic and the viscoelastic deformation, re-
spectively.
The solid stress σ s is computed as an isotropic hyperelastic Saint-Venant material
and it reads
σ s = 1
Jse
F seSseF
T
se (7)
where Jse is the determinant of F se and Sse is the second Piola–Kirchoff stress tensor
of the solid elastic phase, which is defined as
Sse = λs Tr(Ese)I + 2μsEse (8)
with λs , μs , and Ese are the Lame’s coefficients and the Green–Lagrange strain ten-
sor of the solid elastic phase, respectively.
In the fluid phase, the Cauchy stresses are assumed to be equal so that σ f = σ f e =
σ f v . The fluid elastic Cauchy stress σ f e is given by an isotropic hyperelastic Saint-
Venant model as follows:
σ f e = 1
Jf e
F f eSf eF
T
f e (9)
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with Jf e the determinant of F f e and Sf e is the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor
of the fluid elastic phase and it is given by
Sf e = λf e Tr(Ef e)I + 2μfeEf e (10)
where λf e and μfe and Ef e are the Lame’s coefficients and the Green–Lagrange
strain tensor of the fluid elastic phase, respectively.
Additionally, the deviator of the second Piola–Kirchhoff stress tensor SDf e is given
by
SDf e = 2μfvDf v (11)
with μfv the viscosity of the fluid viscous phase and the Eulerian strain rate Df v
expressed as
2Df v = F˙ f vF−1f v + F−Tf v F˙ Tf v (12)
The preceding equation allows determining the evolution law of F f v , which is nu-
merically integrated.
2.3 Steady Active Protrusion
The active part of the solid deformation gradient Fs usually defines the protrusion
and the contraction of the cell (Allena and Aubry 2012). In this first part of the work,
instead only the protrusion phase is taken into account to describe a steady active
configuration during which the cell is able to form and extend multiple pseudopodia.
As in Allena and Aubry (2012), Fsa is modeled as a uniaxial deformation as
Fsa =
N∑
i=1
(
eap,i(t)ni ⊗ ni
) (13)
where ni is the normal vector in the actual configuration expressed as Holzapfel
(2000)
ni = F
−T · n0,i
‖F−T · n0,i‖ (14)
with ‖ · ‖ defining the norm of a vector.
The cyclic component of the protrusion eap,i can assume here three different forms
as follows:
(1) the active deformation is applied everywhere through a gradient along the axis of
the pseudopod n0,i as follows:
eap,i(t) = eap0Tp(t)(1 + αpd,i) (15)
where t is the time, eap0 is the amplitude of the cyclic active strain, which can
be either constant or random, pd,i is defined in Eq. (34) and α is a constant
that determines the amplitude of the gradient and it is equal here to 0.8. The
duration of the protrusion phase is given by Tp(t) = h ◦ lp(t), where lp(t) is
the level set function defined in Eq. (36), and is equal to half the duration of a
migration cycle Tmigr, which has been fixed here to 60 s (Allena and Aubry 2012;
Dong et al. 2002);
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(2) the protrusion is applied only in the pseudopod active domain Ωppod,i (p), thus
the uniform elongation is expressed as
eap,i(t) = eap0Tp(t)Ωppod,i (p) (16)
(3) finally a combination of the two previous modes of deformation modes is con-
sidered
eap,i(t) = eap0Tp(t)(1 + αpd,i)Ωppod,i (p) (17)
As it will be shown later on, each one of these patterns of the active deformation will
lead to different final shapes of the cell. This is an interesting aspect of the present
work, which simultaneously points out the flexibility of the mechanical formulation
and the ability of the model to describe the behavior of various kinds of cell.
3 Migration
In this section, a signal centered approach is employed to describe the migration pro-
cess of the cell over a 2D substrate. One or more external sources are introduced in the
system in response to which the cell initiates one or multiple pseudopodia according
to the strategy employed to move forward: the spatial or the temporal sensing model,
respectively.
3.1 Temporal Sensing Model
In the temporal sensing model, the cell first explores the environment by simultane-
ously protruding several pseudopodia. Then the cell adheres to the substrate using
only one pseudopod, the best oriented toward the external source, retract the other
pseudopodia, and contract the entire body in the direction of the selected pseudopod.
Therefore, the solid active deformation gradient Fsa can be expressed as
Fsa =
N∑
i=1
[
Θcrit1,i (θi)eap,i(t) + Θcrit1,i (θi)Θcrit2,i (θi)Θcrit3,i (θi)eac,i (t)
]
ni ⊗ ni
(18)
with θi the angle of the pseudopod Ωppod,i and eac,i the cyclic deformation for the
uniform contraction of the body cell which is defined as
eac,i(t) = eac0Tc(t) (19)
where Tc(t) = h ◦ lc(t) and lc(t) is the level set function defined in Eq. (36).
During the protrusion phase, the cell may extend multiple pseudopodia, but as
experimentally observed (Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a), there has to be a min-
imal distance between them equal to π36 . The function Θcrit1,i (θi) = h ◦ lcrit1,i (θi),
where lcrit1,i (θi) is defined in Eq. (37), takes into account such a condition for each
pseudopod.
For the contraction to occur, three conditions have to be satisfied:
(1) Θcrit1,i (θi) has to be equal to one for at least one pseudopod;
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(2) if Θcrit1,i (θi) = 1 for more than one pseudopod, then the cell has to evaluate
which one among the extended pseudopodia is the best oriented toward the ex-
ternal source, which is defined by its direction θsource,i . Such a criterion has been
implemented in the model through the function Θcrit2,i (θi) = h ◦ lcrit2,i (θi), with
lcrit2,i (θi) defined in Eq. (38).
(3) finally, the direction θi of the pseudopod i satisfying conditions (1) and (2) has to
be in the same quadrant of θsource,i . The function Θcrit3,i (θi) = h◦ lcrit3,i (θi), with
lcrit3,i (θi) expressed as in Eq. (39), allows taking into account such an aspect.
If no one of the previous criteria is satisfied for any pseudopod, then the cell will not
contract and, therefore, not move forward.
3.2 Spatial Sensing Model
In the spatial sensing model, the cell senses the surroundings at different points of
the membrane, but it only protrudes one pseudopod at the time in the direction of the
most attractive source.
Let τsource,i (t) and θsource,i being the intensity and the direction of each source
respectively. Then, θi = θsource,i max with
i max = Arg
{
max
i
(τsource,i )
}
(20)
where i = 1, . . . ,Nsource, with Nsource the total number of external sources.
Thus, the solid active deformation gradient Fsa reads now
Fsa =
[
eap,i(t) + eac,i(t)
]
ni max ⊗ ni max (21)
3.3 Adhesion Forces
In order for the cell to move forward, some forces are necessary to adhere to the
underneath 2D substrate at the leading and at the rear edge of the cell alternatively.
The frontal adhesion surface ∂Ωf,i always coincides with the contact surface between
the substrate and the pseudopod selected for the migration in the direction ni (area of
5.5 µm2, Fig. 1c) and is then defined by
∂Ωf,i(ps) = ∂Ωppod,i (ps) = ∂Ωcone,i (ps) · ∂Ωannulus(ps) (22)
where
∂Ωannulus(ps) = h ◦ lannulus(ps)
∂Ωcone,i (ps) = h ◦ lcone,i (ps)
(23)
with lannulus(ps) and lcone,i (ps) defined in Eq. (40).
Similarly, for each pseudopod, there exists a rear adhesion surface ∂Ωr,i (area of
25 µm2, Fig. 1c), which reads
∂Ωr,i(ps) = h ◦ lr,i (ps) (24)
with lr,i (ps) defined in Eq. (41).
As in Allena and Aubry (2012) and in previous works (Friedl and Gilmour 2009;
Phillipson et al. 2006), the adhesion forces are assumed to be viscous forces and they
read differently according to the strategy adopted by the cell to migrate.
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In the temporal sensing model, they are expressed as follows:
σf,temp(n0,i ) = −μff Taf (t)∂us
∂t
N∑
i=1
[
∂Ωf,i(us)Θcrit1,i (θi)Θcrit2,i (θi)Θcrit3,i (θi)
]
on ∂Ωf,i (25)
σr,temp(n0,i ) = −μf rTar (t)∂us
∂t
N∑
i=1
[
∂Ωr,i(us)Θcrit1,i (θi)Θcrit2,i (θi)Θcrit3,i (θi)
]
on ∂Ωr,i (26)
with μff and μf r the friction coefficients for the frontal and rear surfaces equal to
108 Pa s, respectively, and us the tangential displacement of the cell with respect to
the substrate. In this case, the viscous forces are only activated in the pseudopodia for
which the three conditions Θcrit1,i (θi), Θcrit2,i (θi), and Θcrit3,i (θi) are simultaneously
equal to one.
In the spatial sensing model instead, only one pseudopod is formed at each migra-
tion cycle, thus the viscous forces are activated in this selected false foot and in the
associated rear region as follows:
σf,spat(n0,i max) = −μff Taf (t)∂us
∂t
∂Ωf,i max(us) on ∂Ωf,i max (27)
σr,spat(n0,i max) = −μf rTar (t)∂us
∂t
∂Ωr,i max(us) on ∂Ωr,i max (28)
As amply discussed and demonstrated in Allena and Aubry (2012), such forces play a
fundamental role during the migration process. In fact, the cell would only deform on
place if no adhesion force were activated. Therefore, σf,temp(n0,i ), σf,spat(n0,i max),
and σr,temp(n0,i ), σr,spat(n0,i max) are perfectly synchronized with the contraction
and the protrusion phases through the functions Taf (t) = h ◦ laf (t) and Tar (t) =
h ◦ lar (t), respectively, with laf (t) and lar (t) defined in Eq. (42). Additionally, a
small viscous force is applied over the whole contact surface between the cell and the
substrate as the cell constantly lies on the substrate.
4 Results
The numerical simulations have been run using the finite element software COMSOL
Multiphysics® 3.5a. The cell has an initial geometry with a radius r of 5 µm and a
maximal height h along the axis of symmetry of 3 µm. The Young’s modulus Es and
the Poisson’s ratio νs for the solid phase of the model have been chosen uniformly
equal to 104 Pa (Laurent et al. 2005) and 0.3, respectively. For the fluid phase, Efe
and νf e are equal to 102 Pa and 0.4, respectively, while the viscosity μfv is equal
to 3 × 105 Pa s (Bausch et al. 1999; Drury and Dembo 2001). The cell density ρ
has been set to 1000 kg/m3 (Fukui et al. 2000). The main geometrical, material, and
mechanical parameters are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1 Main geometrical, material, and mechanical parameters
Parameter Description Value Unit Reference
r Cell radius 5 × 10−6 m
h Cell height 3 × 10−6 m
rannulus Annulus radius 3 × 10−6 m
ϕ Cone apex angle π10 rad
Es Young’s modulus for the
solid phase
104 Pa Laurent et al. (2005)
νs Poisson’s ratio for the
solid phase
0.3
Efe Young’s modulus for the
fluid-elastic phase
102 Pa
νf e Poisson’s ratio for the
fluid-elastic phase
0.4
μfv Viscosity for the
fluid-viscous phase
3 × 105 Pa s Bausch et al. (1999),
Drury and Dembo
(2001)
ρ Cell density 1000 kg/m3 Fukui et al. (2000)
eap0 Cyclic active protrusion 0.5
eac0 Cyclic active contraction 0.2
α Gradient amplitude 0.8
∂Ωf,i Area of frontal region of
adhesion
5.5 × 10−6 m2
∂Ωr,i Area of rear region of
adhesion
25 × 10−6 m2
μff Friction coefficient at the
frontal edge
108 Pa s/m
μf r Friction coefficient at the
rear edge
108 Pa s/m
Tmigr Period for migration cycle 60 s Allena and Aubry
(2012), Dong et al.
(2002)
Minimal distance between
pseudopodia
± π36 Bosgraaf and Van
Haastert (2009a)
θσoυρχε,ι Source direction Temporal sensing
model: θsource,1 = π4
Spatial sensing model:
θsource,1 = 0,
θsource,2 = 2π3 ,
θsource,3 = 4π3
4.1 Multiple Pseudopodia
The objective here is to show the ability of the cell to initiate and extend multiple
pseudopodia, up to N = 8, even though in reality configurations with more than four
pseudopodia are rare because very unstable (Stéphanou et al. 2004). In this first series
of simulations then, only the protrusion is implemented in the model and the cell does
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not migrate but only deforms on place. The cyclic component of the active strain eap0
has been fixed equal to 0.5. As described in Sect. 2.3, several forms of protrusion have
been tested.
In the very first row (a:e) of Fig. 2, five different initial configurations are presented
at t = 0: (a) only one pseudopod (θ1 = 0), (b) two pseudopodia (θ1 = 0, θ2 = π ),
(c) three pseudopodia (θ1 = 0, θ2 = 2π3 , θ2 = 4π3 ), (d) four pseudopodia (θ1 = 0,
θ2 = π2 , θ3 = π , θ4 = 3π2 ), and (e) eight pseudopodia (θ1 = 0, θ2 = π4 , θ3 = π2 ,
θ4 = 3π4 , θ5 = π , θ6 = 3π2 , θ7 = 5π4 , θ7 = 7π4 ). The successive rows (f:j, k:o, p:t)
of Fig. 2 represent the magnitude of the deformation at the end of the first protrusion
phase (30 s) of the pseudopodia. In Fig. 2 f:j, a gradient of the active deformation
is implemented in the whole cell domain along the directions θi of the pseudopodia
(Eq. (15)). In the case of two (f), four (i), and eight (j) pseudopodia, such a pattern of
deformation does not produce realistic false feet, but rather a uniform ellipsoidal (f)
or radial (i and j) deformation, and thus an extension of about 5 µm (f), 5 µm (i), and
10 µm (j), respectively. In the case of one pseudopod (f), there is actually a protrusion
of the frontal edge of the cell with a maximal elongation of 6 µm, while the rear end
seems to contract of about 1 µm. Finally, in the case of three pseudopodia (h), the
final protrusion leads to a star-shape configuration very similar to the one observed
in fibroblasts (Fig. 3). This type of cell in fact usually exhibits between two or four
long and narrow membrane extensions (filipodia) in opposite directions around the
cell body (Stéphanou et al. 2004). The maximal elongation of the pseudopodia in this
case is 7 µm. The third row (k:o) of Fig. 2 shows the morphology of the cell when a
uniform active deformation is implemented only in the pseudopod domain (Eq. (16)).
This pattern leads then to a maximal elongation of 1 µm for each pseudopod in all the
cases.
Finally, Fig. 2 p:t represents the deformation as described in Eq. (17) according
to which a gradient of the active deformation along the direction n0,i is implemented
in the pseudopod domain. Although the smaller extension undergone by each pseu-
dopod (4 µm) and the more rounded shape (typical of the lobopodia in amoeboid
cells), here the final morphologies (Fig. 2q, r, and s) are again very similar to the
ones observed in Stéphanou et al. (2004) (Fig. 3). These preliminary results point out
the ability of the model to reproduce different patterns of deformation and, therefore,
the behavior of different types of cells. Since our previous study (Allena and Aubry
2012) was focused on amoeboid cells, the same will be done here and the third mode
of deformation (gradient of the active strain along the direction n0,i , applied in the
pseudopod domain) will be adopted in the other simulations.
4.2 Randomness
In reality, it is very unusual to observe regular and symmetric shapes as described in
the previous section. Randomness, in fact, plays a significant role during the migra-
tion process. In this section, it will be shown how the magnitude of the cyclic active
strain eap0 and the direction θi of the pseudopodia can randomly vary throughout
the time. For this purpose, the four pseudopodia cells (Fig. 2d) will be taken as an
example.
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Fig. 3 Images originally
appeared in Stéphanou et al.
(2004), used by the permission
of A. Stéphanou. (a) Typical
morphologies of nonmigrating
L929 fibroblasts observed with
phase contrast microscopy.
(b) From the top to the bottom,
videomicroscopy sequence of a
L929 pulsating fibroblast
Fig. 4 Steady active protrusion for a cell with four pseudopodia. (a) and (b) Variation of the cyclic com-
ponent ea0,i and of the direction θi over time for each pseudopod, respectively (Color figure online)
First, the cyclic components eap0 of the active deformation for each pseudopod
randomly vary between 0 and 1.5 (Fig. 4a). Such a variation occurs over different
periods, which have been set equal to Tea0,1 = 100 s, Tea0,2 = 150 s, Tea0,3 = 200 s,
Tea0,1 = 200 s for each pseudopod, respectively. Thus, the value of eap0 changes for
each false foot at different time steps, which adds a further random component. In
Fig. 5, snapshots at different time steps are presented (t = 0, 150, 320, 500, 680,
870 s). The maximal and the minimal extensions observed are respectively of 9.5 µm
and 1 µm.
Second, the amplitude eap0 of the active deformation is restored to 0.5 and the di-
rections θi of each pseudopod randomly vary between 0 and 2π over different periods
for each pseudopod (Tθ,1 = 180 s, Tθ,2 = 150 s, Tθ,3 = 100 s, Tθ,4 = 120 s, Fig. 4b).
In Fig. 6, snapshots at time steps t = 0, 150, 320, 500, 680, 870 s are presented. As
the direction of each pseudopod randomly changes, it may happen that two or more
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Fig. 5 Snapshots from the top at successive time steps for the steady active protrusion of a cell with four
pseudopodia when the cyclic component eap0 randomly varies over time for each false foot (colors: final
deformation) (Color figure online)
Fig. 6 Snapshots at successive time steps for the steady active protrusion of a cell with four pseudopodia
when the direction θi randomly varies over time for each false foot (in red the pseudopodia) (Color figure
online)
false feet totally or partially superpose. In this case, the pseudopodia cannot extend
since, according to the literature (Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009b), the protrusion
is only possible if the false foot is at a minimal distance of π36 with respect to the
very next pseudopodia. Therefore, when such a condition is not verified for two or
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Fig. 7 (a) and (b) Variation of the direction θi and of the sources intensities τsource,i over time for each
pseudopod in the temporal and the spatial sensing model, respectively (Color figure online)
more pseudopodia (hcrit1,i = 0, see Sect. 3.1), these are not initiated as it is possible
to observe in Fig. 6 at different time steps.
4.3 Migration
When the cell forms multiple pseudopodia, the migration can occur in two different
ways: either the cell simultaneously extends several pseudopodia and then chooses
the best oriented toward the external signal to move forward (temporal sensing model)
or it only initiates one pseudopod in the direction of the most attractive source (spatial
sensing model). In any case, only one pseudopod is employed by the cell to migrate.
Here, the results obtained for the simulations of the two strategies are described. In
both cases, a cell able to protrude up to three pseudopodia (N = 3) has been used as
an example. The cyclic components of the active protrusion eap0 and contraction eac0
have been set equal to 0.5 and 0.2, respectively. Such a difference in magnitude has
been introduced in agreement with the literature according to which the deformation
during the protrusion phase is larger than the one observed during the contraction
phase (Gracheva and Othmer 2004).
4.3.1 Temporal Sensing Model
In the temporal sensing model, the directions θ1, θ2, and θ3 of the pseudopodia, per-
pendicular to the cell membrane, vary with respect to time (Fig. 7a) and the periods
Tθ,1, Tθ,2, Tθ,3 are all equal to 120 s, which corresponds to two migration cycles.
An external source is introduced in the system and θsource,1 = π4 . As amply discussed
and demonstrated in Allena and Aubry (2012), the cell needs to adhere to the un-
derneath substrate in order to move forward. Thus, according to Eq. (26), during the
protrusion phase the rear adhesion force is activated in the rear regions associated to
the pseudopodia for which Θcrit1,i (θi), Θcrit2,i (θi) and Θcrit3,i (θi) are simultaneously
satisfied. During the contraction phase, the same conditions have to be verified and
the region of adhesion coincides with the contact surface between the substrate and
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the pseudopod selected for the migration. Movie 1 shows the successive steps of the
migration over 900 s. The cell is able to extend three pseudopodia in different direc-
tions if there is a minimal distance of π36 between each other according to Θcrit1,i (θi).
If a superposition of two or more pseudopodia occurs, the cell does not protrude them.
The contraction phase only takes place if Θcrit1,i (θi), Θcrit2,i (θi), and Θcrit3,i (θi) are
simultaneously equal to one for at least one false foot, otherwise the cell does not
move forward. In Figs. 8a and b, the trajectory over the substrate and the displace-
ment of the cell center of mass are represented. As it can be observed (Fig. 8b), there
is an initial phase (0–120 s) during which nothing happens because the three direc-
tions θ1, θ2, and θ3 are all equal to zero, thus Θcrit1,i (θi) is not verified. Between
120–240 s, the cell only extends one pseudopod since the other two coincide, but it
does not move forward because the direction θ1 of this false foot is not in the same
quadrant of the external source θsource,1, thus Θcrit3,i (θi) is different than one. There-
fore, no displacement is observed and the cell only deforms on place (steady active
phase). A similar situation takes place between 360–480 s, 600–720 s, and 840–900 s
(Fig. 8b). The cell starts moving at t = 240 s until t = 360 s in the direction θ3 of the
pseudopod, which is the best oriented with respect to the attractant and for which then
the three conditions Θcrit1,i (θi), Θcrit2,i (θi), Θcrit3,i (θi) are simultaneously verified.
Two other phases of migration take place between 480–600 s and 720–840 s. The
overall displacement of the cell center of mass is of about 28 µm (Fig. 8b). In Fig. 8c,
the trend of the velocity of the cell center of mass can be observed. During the stead
active phases, the cell center of mass actually moves due to the protrusion of the pseu-
dopodia, but its velocity is very small (∼0.2 µm/min). During the migration phases,
the velocity increases and it is bigger during the contraction (∼8.1 µm/min, green
line Fig. 8c) than the protrusion (∼4.2 µm/min, blue line Fig. 8c) phase. Although
such values are in agreement with the ones experimentally found (Adachi et al. 2009;
Okeyo et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2010), some remarks may be done. First, a smaller
velocity during the protrusion phase is due to the fact that the extension mainly oc-
curs locally at the pseudopod domain Ωppod,i (p), according to the chosen mode of
deformation (Eq. (17)). Thus, the cell center of mass is not much perturbed during
this period. However, the contraction phase involves the whole cell body, which is
pushed forward, then the velocity of the cell center of mass increases.
Second, by plotting the velocity of the center of mass of the pseudopod selected
to migrate (Fig. 9a), it is possible to observe that the exact opposite situation takes
place. In fact, the velocity is larger during the protrusion phase (∼11.4 µm/min, blue
line Fig. 9a), while it decreases to 2.4 µm/min during the contraction phase (green
line Fig. 9a) since the pseudopod adheres to the underneath substrate.
Finally, experimental observations (Lämmermann and Sixt 2009; Lauffenburger
and Horwitz 1996) and previous computational models (Allena and Aubry 2012;
Zaman et al. 2005) have shown that the migration process as well as the velocity of
the cell are enhanced if a spatial asymmetry between the frontal and the rear adhesion
regions exists (i.e., rear adhesion surface smaller with respect to the frontal one).
Here, the frontal region coincides with the contact surface between the pseudopod
and the substrate, which is smaller (5.5 µm2) than the rear adhesion surface (25 µm2).
Thus, the asymmetry is inversed. In order to reestablish the correct spatial asymmetry,
the rear boundary should be reduced to very few square microns, which could lead to
slipping effects during the protrusion phase as discussed in Allena and Aubry (2012).
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Fig. 9 Velocity of the center of mass of the pseudopod selected to migrate in the temporal (a) and the
spatial (b) sensing model during the protrusion (blue line) and the contraction (green line) phase (Color
figure online)
4.3.2 Spatial Sensing Model
In the spatial sensing model, the cell “sniffs” the environment at different points of
the cell membrane and then only protrudes one pseudopod in the direction of the
most attractive source (Eq. (20)), so that θi = θsource,i max. This is possible because
the actin filaments that trigger the initiation of the false feet are distributed toward
the membrane along the whole cell perimeter, thus each particle of this region is
“potentially” active.
To describe this strategy of migration, three external sources have been introduced
in the system. Their directions have been fixed equal to θsource,1 = 0, θsource,2 = 2π3
and θsource,3 = 4π3 while their intensities τsource,1(t), τsource,2(t), τsource,3(t) vary with
respect to time (Fig. 7b).
In Movie 2, it is possible to observe the different phases of the migration and in
Fig. 8d the trajectory of the cell center of mass over the substrate. The cell moves
toward the first source (θsource,1 = 0) between 0–240 s, 360–600 s, and 720–900 s,
while it migrates toward the second source (θsource,3 = 4π3 ) between 240–360 s and
600–720 s (Fig. 8e). The cell covers a distance of about 37 µm, which is larger than
the distance covered for the temporal sensing model (Fig. 8e). This is due to the
fact that in the spatial sensing model no steady active phases occur and there are no
conditions to be satisfied. The cell in fact does not lose time, but always moves by
protruding one pseudopod in the direction θsource,i max of the most attractive source
at that precise instant. Therefore, the velocity of the cell center of mass is always
around some microns per minute in agreement with the literature (Adachi et al. 2009;
Okeyo et al. 2009; Wilson et al. 2010), and similarly to the temporal sensing model, it
is larger during the contraction (∼7.8 µm/min, green line Fig. 8f) than the protrusion
(∼4.8 µm/min, blue line Fig. 8f). Similar remarks to the temporal sensing model to
explain the difference in velocity between the protrusion and the contraction phases
may be done. Additionally, Fig. 9b shows the velocity of the center of mass of the
pseudopod selected to migrate. In this case, the velocity is actually larger during the
Cell Migration with Multiple Pseudopodia: Temporal and Spatial
protrusion phase (∼10.5 µm/min, blue line Fig. 9b) and much smaller (∼2.3 µm/min,
green line Fig. 9b) during the contraction phase.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, a 3D continuum model to simulate cell migration on 2D substrate in
presence of multiple pseudopodia has been presented. As in a previous work (Al-
lena and Aubry 2012), the present model focuses on the mechanical principles reg-
ulating the biological phenomenon, specifically the synchronization between the ac-
tive deformations (protrusion-contraction) of the cell and the adhesion forces nec-
essary to move forward on the underneath substrate. Although the mechanical and
numerical formulations are very similar to the ones employed in Allena and Aubry
(2012), here the pulsating movement of the cell is controlled by the formation of
multiple pseudopodia at different sites of the cell membrane. The main characteris-
tics (Van Haastert 2010) of the false feet are taken into account and reproduced by
the model: (i) external signals such as chemoattractants initiate the formation of the
pseudopodia, (ii) the cell always forms pseudopodia perpendicular to the membrane,
(iii) there has to be a minimal distance of π36 between two pseudopodia, (iv) pseu-
dopodia are formed de novo in random directions and in regions of the cell that
could be previously inactive, and (v) to migrate, the cell only uses one pseudo-
pod.
In the first part of the paper (Sects. 2.3 and 4.1), the ability of the cell to protrude
several pseudopodia (up to 8) in a steady configuration has been explored. In partic-
ular, three types of active strains (protrusion) have been tested, which allow repro-
ducing various kinds of pseudopodia (lamellipodia, filipodia, etc.) and, therefore, the
behavior of various cells. Furthermore, since rarely the cell presents a perfect sym-
metric morphology, randomness has been introduced in the model to control both the
direction and the amplitude of the pseudopodia (Sect. 4.2).
In the second part of the paper (Sects. 3 and 4.3), the migration process is de-
scribed. As previously mentioned, the cell only uses one pseudopod to move forward,
thus two approaches may be adopted: the temporal (Gerish et al. 1974) or the spatial
(Zigmond et al. 1981) sensing model. In the temporal sensing model (Sects. 3.1 and
4.3.1), the cell simultaneously initiates several pseudopodia at different spots of the
membrane. Then it chooses the one which is the best oriented toward the external
source to migrate and retracts the others.
In the spatial sensing model instead (Sects. 3.2 and 4.3.2), the cell only protrudes
one pseudopod in the direction of the most attractive source and uses it to move.
While in the first approach the cell behaves as if it was “blind,” and spies on
the environment with multiple false feet and later selects the right one, in the second
approach, the cell seems to see from far away the external source and it therefore does
not lose too much energy and only forms one pseudopod, which is already oriented
in the direction of the attractant. These two techniques show two distinct behaviors
of the cell very similar to the ones described in the previous paper (Allena and Aubry
2012), where the cell avoided the “obstacles” on the substrate by adopting the “run-
and-tumble” or the “look-and-run” approach.
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The new model allows having a more realistic representation of the migration pro-
cess, although there are still further improvements that may be done. First, a more
proper description of the cell structure including, for instance, the nucleus and the
actin filaments should be used with specific mechanical properties. Second, as al-
ready proposed in Allena et al. (2011), a diffusion–reaction equation should be im-
plemented in order to regulate the active strains (protrusion and contraction) that are
now directly introduced into the mechanical formulation. Third, the migration pro-
cess should be reproduced in a 3D environment constituted by more or less dense
network of fibers that trigger then the direction of the cell.
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Appendix A: Heaviside and Level Set Functions
Let h(ψ) be the classical Heaviside function defined as
h(ψ) =
{
1 ψ > 0
0 otherwise (29)
and l(φ) the level set function which reads
l(φ) = c (30)
where ψ is a real variable, φ is a set of real variables and c is a constant value.
Then, by composing the Heaviside and the level set function, three different ap-
plications are obtained as follows:
Ωi(p) = h ◦ li (p)
Ti (t) = h ◦ li (t)
Θi(θ) = h ◦ li (θ)
(31)
which allow to determine whether a spatial particle with initial position p, a time
instant t or an angle θ belong or not to a geometrical domain, a time interval or a
range of directions, respectively.
Appendix B: Geometrical Level Set Functions
The annulus describing the actin network is defined by a characteristic function as
follows:
lannulus(p) = ‖p‖2 − r2annulus (32)
The cone of action is defined by
lcone,i (p) = ‖ps,i − pd,in0,i‖ − tg(ϕ)pd,i (33)
where pd,i is the horizontal distance of a particle ps,i = (px,py,0) of the pseudopod
i from pcs = (pcx,pcy,0) (Fig. 1c), which is the projection of the cell center of mass
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pc on the x, y plane along the axis of the pseudopod n0,i (Fig. 1c). Thus, pd,i is
given by
pd,i = (ps − pcs,n0,i ) (34)
where n0,i , which is always perpendicular to the cell membrane (Sect. 1.1), reads
n0,i = cos θi(t)ix + sin θi(t)iy (35)
with θi the angle of the pseudopod i.
Appendix C: Temporal Level Set Functions
The level set function lp(t) and lc(t) for the protrusion and the contraction phase are
defined as follows:
lp(t) = sin
(
2π
t
Tmigr
)
lc(t) = − sin
(
2π
t
Tmigr
) (36)
Appendix D: Temporal Sensing Model Level Set Functions
In order for the cell to be able to simultaneously extend multiple pseudopodia, three
criteria need to be satisfied (Sect. 3.1). Each one of them is expressed through a
specific analytical function Θi(θ) = h◦ li (θ) and allows determining the admissibility
of the angle θi of each pseudopod. Here, the level set functions associated to each
criterion are defined.
Let θi being the direction of a pseudopod i and θi+1 and θi−1 the directions of its
anticlockwise and clockwise nearest pseudopod, then lcrit1,i (θi) reads
lcrit1,i (θi) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
θi − (θi+1 + π36 )
−θi + (θi+1 − π36 )
θi − (θi−1 + π36 )
−θi + (θi−1 − π36 )
(37)
To contract and migrate, the cell must choose the pseudopod which is the best ori-
ented in the direction θsource,i , thus Θcrit2,i (θi) need to be verified. The associated
level set function lcrit2,i (θi) reads
lcrit2,i (θi) =
{
−|θi − θsource,i | + |θi+1 − θsource,i |
−|θi − θsource,i | + |θi−1 − θsource,i | (38)
Finally, the angle θi of the pseudopod Ωppod,i chosen to migrate has to be in the same
quadrant of θsource,i . Thus, Θcrit3,i (θi) is implemented in the model and the associated
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level set function lcrit3,i (θi) is defined as
lcrit3,i (θi) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
θi if 0 < θsource,i < π2
−θi + π2 if 0 < θsource,i < π2
θi − π2 if π2 < θsource,i < π
−θi + π if π2 < θsource,i < π
θi − π if π < θsource,i < 3π2
−θi + 3π2 if π < θsource,i < 3π2
θi − 3π2 if 3π2 < θsource,i < 2π
−θi + 2π if 3π2 < θsource,i < 2π
(39)
Appendix E: Adhesion Surfaces and Forces
Similarly to the pseudopod domain Ωppod,i (p), the frontal adhesion surface results
from the intersection between the annulus and the cone at z = 0. Thus, lannulus(ps)
and lcone,i (ps) are now expressed as follows:
lannulus(ps) = ‖ps‖2 − r2annulus
lcone,i (ps) = ‖ps,i − pd,in0,i‖ − tg(ϕ)pd,i
(40)
The level set function lr,i (ps), which allows defining the rear adhesion surface
∂Ωr,i(ps), reads
lr,i (ps) = −(ps − pcs,n0,i ) − lr (24) (41)
where lr is the distance of pcs from the boundary of the rear adhesion surface and is
here equal to 2 µm (Fig. 1c).
The level set functions laf (t) and lar (t), which synchronize the adhesion forces
with the active deformations (Sect. 3.3), are expressed as
laf (t) = −
∂(sin(2π t
Tmigr
))
∂t
lar (t) =
∂(sin(2π t
Tmigr
))
∂t
(42)
Appendix F: Sensitivity Analysis
The high number of parameters in the model (20, Table 1) does not allow performing
an exhaustive sensitivity study. Nevertheless, the parameters can be classified in four
categories:
(1) the parameters referenced in the literature: Es (Laurent et al. 2005), μfv (Bausch
et al. 1999; Drury and Dembo 2001), ρ (Fukui et al. 2000), Tmigr (Allena and
Aubry 2012; Dong et al. 2002), and the minimal distance between the pseudopo-
dia (± π36 ) (Bosgraaf and Van Haastert 2009a);
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(2) the parameters that have been chosen within a reasonable physical range (Allena
and Aubry 2012): r , Efe , νs , νf ;
(3) the parameters that have been arbitrarily chosen and for which a sensitivity anal-
ysis has been proposed in Allena and Aubry (2012), showing a slight influence
on the final results: h, eap0, ∂Ωr,i , μff , μf r ;
(4) the parameters that have been arbitrarily chosen and for which a sensitivity anal-
ysis is proposed here: rannulus, ϕ, eac0, α.
Each parameter has been allowed a variance of ±10 % in both the temporal
and the spatial sensing models. The values of the source directions θsource,i are
assumed to not affect the mechanical behavior of the cell, but just the path over
the 2D substrate in both the temporal and spatial sensing models.
As a general remark, for both the temporal and the spatial sensing models, the vari-
ation of the parameters do not highly affect the final results in terms of the covered
distance and maximal velocities of the cell center of inertia during the protrusion
and contraction phase (Table 2). More importantly, such a variation does not affect
the fundamental principles of the mechanical model. Nevertheless, we can notice that
higher values of the cone apex angle ϕ, the cyclic active contraction eac0, the gradient
amplitude α, as expected, enhance the movement forward in both the temporal and
the spatial sensing models, thus the cell is able to migrate over a longer distance. On
the contrary, a higher value of rannulus, which reduces the volume of the actin network
and, therefore, the volume of the pseudopod also (Eq. (32)) leads to a smaller covered
distance.
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